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1.1 Bike geometry and important parameters
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1.1 Bike geometry and important parameters

4 bodies (24 DoF), 5+5+5+3+3=21 constrains 3 DoF remaining
+2 DoF: suspensions (heave & pitch)

+ Tyres radial & lateral stiffness

+ Tyres longitudinal & side slip

+ Rider...
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1.1 Bike geometry and important parameters
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1.1 Bike geometry and important parameters
1.1.1 Trail (Castor angle and offset)

The primary function of trail is to build a 
certain amount of steering stability, and 
it is also of great importance to the lean-
in phase when cornering. Both the tyres
touch the ground behind where the 
steering axis meets it: this gives a “self-
centering” effect on both wheels. The 
TRAIL is the linear measurement along
the ground between the steering axis
and the centre of contact patch.

The trail is the combination of the Rake
(or Castor) angle and the offset  of the 
wheel spindle from steering axis.

Greater angle => longer trail

Greater offset => shorter trail
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PROBLEM: Where’s the tyre contact patch?

1.1 Bike geometry and important parameters
1.1.1 Trail (Castor angle and offset)

a

d
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1.1 Bike geometry and important parameters
1.1.2 Wheelbase

The distance between the wheel
centres has several effects but, in 
general, the longer the wheelbase
the greater the directional stability, 
and the greater effort needed to 
negotiate bends. 

The reasons are:

1. Long wheelbase requires
greater steering angle.
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1.1 Bike geometry and important parameters
1.1.2 Wheelbase

2. Rear wheel angle: for a given sideways deflection, the angle of the rear wheel to
the direction of travel is smaller with a longer wheelbase, thus improving
directional stability.

3. Long wheelbase means less weight transfer and more yaw inertia => 
more stability.
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.1 Overview: why the bikes lean down into the corners

Bike CoG: 
160kg

Rider’s CoG: 
75kg

SYSTEM CoG
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.1 Overview: why the bikes lean down into the corners

SYSTEM CoG

P=mg

N=P

FL=Fc

N=R

R

The torque of the centrifugal force balances the torque of the weight
around the contact axis.

Therefore, given a certain vertical load (weight) + camber angle means +
speed, but even + lateral force!

φ
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.1 Overview: why the bikes lean down into the corners

Bike CoG: 
160kg

Rider’s CoG: 
75kg

SYSTEM CoG

≈70°

≈58°

≈61°

φ
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.1 Overview: why the bikes lean down into the corners

FL=N tanφ

45° of leaning angle means FL=N

60° of leaning angle means FL=1.73N!!!

Furthermore, the Resultant force (blue) = 2N => the 
suspensions are compressed by a force 2 times the 
normal weight of the system. 
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity

mgBike CoG: 
160kg

Rider’s CoG: 
75kg

SYSTEM CoG

p

Nf=mg*b/p Nr=mg*(p-b)/p

b

h

Sa=FD

Fi=ma

Si=Fi
Nt=Fi*h/p

Nt=- Fi*h/p
+Fi*h/p- Fi*h/p

τ=arctan(h/p)

ha
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity

mg

SYSTEM CoG

p b

h

Fi=mamax

Si=Fi

Nf=mg*b/p- Fi*h/p =0

=>amax ~ b/h
WITHOUT 

AERODYNAMICS!

Nrtot=mg
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity

mg

SYSTEM CoG

pb

h

Fi=mdmax

Ff=Fi*

Nr=mg*(p-b)/p- Ff*h/p =0

Nf=mg

=>dmax ~ (p-b)/h WITHOUT 
AERODYNAMICS!
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity

Torque Balance:

mg*b=Fi*h+FD*ha

 -

ha

ha

Torque Balance:

mg*(p-b)=Fi*h-FD*ha

 +
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity

P=mg

	

SYSTEM CoG
LOW φ low

φ bike

φ high

P=mg

SYSTEM CoG HI 

	

φ hi > φ low ⇒ 	 > 	 ⇒ Vhi > Vlow
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity

Therefore, the LONGITUDINAL and VERTICAL position of the CoG of the
system is a fundamental aspect of the vehicle dynamics.

Generally:

MOVING UP the CoG we have more weight transfer in braking and accelerating,
but less leaning angle at a certain speed.

MOVING FORWARD the CoG we have more weight in the front: less stability of 
the rear wheel when braking, less wheelie in acceleration, but even less
traction on the rear tyre!

MOVING BACKWARD the CoG we have more weight in the rear: more stability
when braking, more wheelie in acceleration, more traction on the rear wheel.
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity

Being an important part of the overall
mass of the system, the rider affects a lot
the vehicle dynamics:

• Using the controls (throttle, brakes, clutch, 
gearbox) as a driver 

• Moving his body back and forward, left
and right, up and down in order to move
the Center of Gravity of the system.

• What we call “riding style” is the result of
them.
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1.2 Center of Gravity
1.2.2 Rider’s movements and Center of Gravity
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The primary function of the suspension system (spring + damper) is to “insulate” 
the rider and the body of the bike from road shocks, keeping the wheels in 
the closest possible contact with the ground for maximum control and 
roadholding.

At the same time, under braking condition, the front fork arrives to support 100% 
of the bike weight AND the braking forces: the static load can be tripled. Whilst
doing this, it will have to keep its ability to absorb road shocks, in order to
ensure the maximum braking efficency.

Therefore, the set up of the suspensions of a racing motorbike is the best 
compromise to manage great loads keeping the tyres on the ground on 
the bumps.

2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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p

2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics

Parameters controlling the elastic behaviour of the FRONT SUSPENSION 
(FORKS):

1. Main spring (stiffness and preload)

2. Top out spring (stiffness and length)

3. Oil level (air volume)
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To define the proper
spring rate and preload, 
we have to consider:

• The maximum load
(specially on the forks)

•The optimum “free sag” 
(stroke of the wheels
with the only static load
of the bike + rider)

2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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Then, if we want more 
progression in the fork
we add some oil… not
too much, otherwise the 
fork will not work 
properly at high loads!

2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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Parameters controlling the elastic behaviour

of the REAR SUSPENSION 

(SHOCK ABSORBER + LINK):

1. Main spring (stiffness and preload)

2. Top out spring (stiffness and length)

3. Link (see below)

2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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TAKE A BREAK!
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A damper is simply an energy absorber.

This energy loss is necessary to prevent
uncontrolled oscillations in the suspension.

The damping force is generated inside the
cartridge, using the resistance of oil passing
through valves and orifices.

2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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Test results:

Force – velocity or Force – displacement

2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics

Semi – Active suspension system

1. Control Unit

2. Sensors

• Acceleration sensor front

• Acceleration sensor rear

• Stroke sensor front

• Stroke sensor rear

3. Actuators

• Electro-magnetic valve (front fork)

• Electro-magnetic valves (Rear shock)
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2. Suspensions
2.1 Elastic and damping charcteristics

Semi – Active suspension system

1. Sky-hook

• Algorithm is keeping body 
acceleration to a minimum

• Maximum comfort

• Traction and wheel travel have no 
priority

2. Ground-hook

• –Algorithm is minimizing the delta of 
wheel loads

• –Maximum traction

• –Limitation in riding comfort

3. Combination between both
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In all the racing motorcycles the rear wheel is NOT directly connected to the
suspension. There’s always a kinematic connection (that is normally called
link) which allows to:

• Use a smaller and lighter shock absorber, with a large degree of freedom
positioning it into the layout of the bike.

• Have a variable lever ratio between wheel and suspension, achieving the
progression we need.

In a road racing bike, the typical lever ratio is about 0.4 - 0.5: 45 - 50mm of
shock stroke mean 120-130mm of wheel stroke, with a progression from 0%
(same lever ratio at fully extended and fully compressed) up to 15%.

In a off road bike, the typical lever ratio is about 0.3 – 0.6: 120 - 130mm of shock
stroke mean 300-320mm of wheel stroke, with a progression around 100%!
(this means that the lever ratio in fully extended is 2 times in fully
compressed!)

2. Suspensions
2.2 Rear suspension kinematics
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Many different types of link can be used depending on the bike layout, but what
is important at the end is the starting lever ratio and the progression.

2. Suspensions
2.2 Rear suspension kinematics
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Uni-track

Full floater

2. Suspensions
2.2 Rear suspension kinematics
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Cantilever

New ideas…

2. Suspensions
2.2 Rear suspension kinematics
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Take a look to the offroad progression, and consider that Kwheel = Kshock*Lr^2

2. Suspensions
2.2 Rear suspension kinematics
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2. Suspensions
2.2 Rear suspension kinematics

Valori tipici Road Racing Offroad

Lr 0.4 - 0.5 0.3 – 0.6

Corsa Ammortizzatore (mm) 50 - 60 110 - 130

Corsa Ruota (mm) 130 - 150 300 - 320

Progressione (%) 0 - 15 90 -120

K molla ammortizzatore (N/mm) 80 - 110 45 - 55

Rigidezza ridotta alla ruota 
Kwheel = Kshock*Lr^2 (N/mm)

16 – 25 
(varia molto poco lungo la 

corsa)

5 – 20
(varia molto lungo la 

corsa)
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2. Suspensions
2.2 Front suspension kinematics

SYSTEM CoG

h

Fi

p Nt=Fi*h/p

Ff=Fi

R

R

Rcom

Rflex
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SYSTEM CoG

h

p

BMW Telelever Anti-dive front suspension

2. Suspensions
2.2 Front suspension kinematics

Nt=Fi*h/p

Ff=Fi

Fi
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When the bike is accelerating, the chain pulls on the rear sproket, and as a 
consequence on the swingarm, affecting the behavour of the rear suspension. 

Therefore, the loads on the 
swingarm in acceleration are:

1. The traction force S

2. The load transfer Ntrasf

3. The suspension torque Me

4. The chain pull T

3. Chain Pull



3. Chain Pull



Neutral behaviour

Anti - squat Squat

Normally, the behaviour is anti-squatting in the first part the stroke and squatting at 
the end (fully compressed)

3. Chain Pull
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SYSTEM CoG

p

h

τ=arctan(h/p)

3. Chain Pull

A

σ
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SYSTEM CoG

p

h

τ=arctan(h/p)

3. Chain Pull

A

σ



Anti-squat

3. Chain Pull
A particular case: the Husqvarna – BMW CTS system



3. Chain Pull
A particular case: the Husqvarna – BMW CTS system
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3. Chain Pull
A particular case: the BMW Paralever

SYSTEM CoG

h

p

A
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4. Overview on Tyres
4.1 Tyre charcteristics
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In motorbike road racing, like in the cars, the tyres are probably the most
important factor (after the rider) for the final performance.

Make them work properly achieving the best compromise between single lap
performance and durability is one of the key points of a race weekend.

The 3 caracteristics that define a certain tyre are:

1. The COMPOUND(S)

2. The PROFILE and DIMENSIONS

3. The STRUCTURE.

4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres
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4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres
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4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres
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How is the grip generated?

• Chemical liaison (like a GLUE)

• Mechanical deformation

The bigger the contact patch,

the greater the grip!

4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres
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4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres

Forces on the tyre:

• The vertical load Fz

• The lateral force Fy

• The longitudinal force Fx
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The longitudinal force is generated by the longitudinal slip of the tyre

contact patch: 

4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres
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In a motorcycle tyre, the lateral force 

is generated by:

› The roll angle of the tyre (mainly

due to the geometric

characteristics of the tyre)

› The slip angle of the tyre (mainly

due to the structural deformation

of the tyre)

4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres
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4.1 Tyre charcteristics
4. Overview on Tyres
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Given a certain vertical load on the tyres, they provide a defined amount of
friction (GRIP) in the different directions.

µx = FX/FN

µy = FY/FN

Normally, µy > µX : we define a 

FRICTION ELLIPSE.

As we saw, 60° of leaning angle

Means µy = 1.73!!

4.2 Friction Ellipse
4. Overview on Tyres
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4.2 Friction Ellipse
4. Overview on Tyres
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4. Overview on Tyres
4.3 The «Magic Formula»
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4. Overview on Tyres
4.3 The «Magic Formula»
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Load on the front tyre: use 
of the friction ellipse

4.4 Case study: use of the front tyre in braking condition
4. Overview on Tyres
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What is going to happen if we go outside the ellipse? At least, we lose the 
good line, with disadvantages on the following acceleration. In the worst
case…

4.4 Case study: use of the front tyre in braking condition
4. Overview on Tyres
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Parabolica

4.4 Case study: use of the front tyre in braking condition
4. Overview on Tyres
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Parabolica

What about the fork setting?

4.4 Case study: use of the front tyre in braking condition
4. Overview on Tyres
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Parabolica
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